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Univ. plans Men's basketball rolls past Fordham
broad dorm
Win in Smith Center ends
11-game losing streak
changes
by Amanda Lindner
Hatchet Reporter

by Dan Greene
Assistant Sports Editor

GW Housing programs announced broad
changes to residence hall assignments for the upcoming year, highlighted by new residence halls,
more spacious living, higher room prices and more
students living on the Mount Vernon Campus.
Quads in Thurston Hall are slated to be converted into triples for next year, and triples in City Hall
will become doubles. Potomac House, formerly a
sophomore residence hall, will now be reserved for
freshmen. Many of the changes are made possible
by the completion of
the expanded Pelham
On-Campus
Hall on the Mount
Housing Changes Vernon Campus and
the yet-to-be-named
2135 F Street building,
which will primarily
• City Hall triples to
house freshman and
become doubles
seniors respectively.
The accommoda• Thurston quads to
tions may be more
become triples
comfortable, but they
at a price.
• Pelham Hall on Mt. come
Under this year’s
Vernon to reopen
rates, a triple in Thurcosts $2,000 more
• 2135 F St. to house ston
per year than a quad
seniors
and a double in City
Hall costs over $1,000
more than a triple.
Since freshmen and sophomores are required to
live on campus, the potential price increase may be
an added burden to underclassmen.
Next year’s housing rates will be decided at
this week’s Board of Trustees meeting.
“We made the changes based on feedback from
students,” said Seth Weinshel, director of GW

The streak has been snapped.
After more than six weeks, a
change of calendar years, a presidential transition a few blocks east
and a string of 11 defeats, the GW
men’s basketball team no longer
finds itself mired in a lengthy skid
thanks to an 87-62 win over Fordham Saturday afternoon at Smith
Center.
“A 10-game losing streak is
just crazy,” junior Damian Hollis
said after the victory, either losing
track or simply paying little mind
to the exact numbers representing
the team’s preceding futility.
“Words can’t express how
happy I am,” he added, though
his naturally tranquil demeanor
appeared to show a much-needed
relief instead.
If the 6-foot-8 forward was relieved, he wasn’t alone. Even with
a 25-point lead, in a game where
they led by as many as 41, the
Colonials’ (7-13, 1-7 A-10) entire
bench stood with anticipation to
watch the Rams’ final futile shot
attempt rattle off the rim before
the clock expired. Head coach
Karl Hobbs could be seen visibly
exhaling as the win became of-

ficial and his team left the court
victoriously for the first time since
Dec. 23.
“It really brought a whole
lot of good emotion to the locker
room,” said senior Rob Diggs,
whose 17 points included the
1,000th of his career. “It sort of
took a lot of negative aspects we
had out of our locker room, got
guys happy again, hungry – let
guys know that we’re still in it
and we can accomplish something great.”
That Hobbs let out the aforementioned sigh should come as no
surprise to anyone who watched
him during the game. The fiery
coach, known for his energetic,
highly expressive conduct on the
bench, continued to bark orders
in the second half with the same
frantic vigor he displays down the
stretch of nail-biters. That his team
was overwhelming its visitors in
practically every facet of the game
did little to sooth him.
“It’s very difficult for me to
find comfort,” he said, explaining
that he remains focused on each
player’s execution even during
such lopsided wins. “I find comfort tomorrow morning when I
See HOLLIS, p. B3
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Clothes
55 to 48
come off,
step up at packed Lisner showcase
show goes on Dancers
Annual event draws performers from multiple area schools
Alex Ellis/photo editor

Senior Rob Diggs scores over Fordham defenders for two of his 17 points in Saturday's 87-62 win. Diggs became the 41st Colonial to score 1,000 career points.

Student play delayed over
concerns about nudity
by Matt Rist
Hatchet Reporter

The show must go on, even if the clothes must
come off.
After months of negotiations with University officials, a new theater company on campus has won
the right to produce a show complete with full-frontal
nudity.
Doug Wright’s “Quills” – which covers topics like
sex, pornography, religion and censorship – is slated to
show in the Mitchell Theater in May.
“Quills” is an award-winning production set in
18th-century France that tells a fictional story of the last
days of aristocrat Marquis de Sade, who was notorious
for his pornographic novels and sadomasochism. In
one scene, the character playing de Sade appears naked after asylum wards strip off his clothes.
The University almost pulled its support of the
show this week because school officials said a D.C. law
prohibits obscenity in theater productions. It was not
until the play’s director, senior Paul Rozenberg, presented evidence that no such law exists and argued the
merits of his show that the school backed down from
its decision to censor the show.
“It’s been a trying few days. It’s hard to see something that you’ve worked on for a while and thought of
for years go through such trial and tribulation,” Rozenberg said.
Originally the student theater group The Company,
which formed last semester, planned on producing the
play on Feb. 19 in the Mitchell Hall Theater. Because
of the conflict, the play has been pushed to May and
rehearsals were stopped for a short period of time this
semester while the project was up in the air.
Student productions typically do not need University approval, but “Quills” was a special case because it
contains nudity. In October, Rozenberg received verbal
confirmation from the University that the group could
produce the play as long as two conditions were met,
Rozenberg said.
Rozenberg and Mario Peraza, Student Activities
Center coordinator for student involvement, agreed
that all posters would contain a disclaimer about
mature content and nudity and that no one under 18
would be allowed in the audience.
“We had an agreement to keep nudity in as long as
we did those two things,” Rozenberg said. “The initial
conversation was that the University didn’t really have
a policy. They didn’t know how to act.”
See QUILLS, p. B1

by Geoffrey Middleberg
Hatchet Reporter
An
energetic,
standingroom-only crowd packed into
Lisner Auditorium on Saturday
to cheer on local dance crews in
the 12th “Step Your Game Up”
step show, an annual high-energy dance showcase.
Eight high school and college step groups each performed
before a panel of judges and an
enthusiastic crowd. The event
raised over $5,000 for the Black
Genesis Fund and the Martin Luther King Jr. Scholarship Foundation, and the winning team,
the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity,
took home a $1,500 prize.
People jammed into Lisner
as lines formed in the lobby
and onto the street. The excited
crowd danced in their seats, the
aisles and on stage before the
show even began.
Step groups performed choreographed routines on stage,
with most acts including music and scripted lines, as well
as props including glow sticks,
ligh chairs and wigs.
strobe lights,
See STEP, p. B4
S

Anne Wernikoff/assistant photo editor

The sisters of Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc. show off their rhythm and style at this year's annual "Step
Your Game Up" step dance competition Saturday night at Lisner Auditorium.

D.C. Council member seeks to ban single-sale cigars to curb drug use
by Shannon O’Reilly
Hatchet Reporter
After the D.C. City Council banned the single sale of
certain types of alcohol last
year, one council member is
trying to tackle drug issues
in the District using the same
method.
Councilwoman Yvette M.
Alexander, D-Ward 7, introduced a bill last

week that would prohibit the sale of
individual cigars, which Alexander’s
office said are usually used to smoke
marijuana, at small retail establishments.
Commonly referred to as “blunts,”
the small cigars are purchased and
then emptied of tobacco. The leftover
shell is then filled with marijuana and
resealed.
Forcing customers to buy cigars
by the box instead of singles will make
it more difficult for D.C. residents to
purchase
the
cigars, decreasing

the probability they might be used for
illicit purposes, Alexander’s Legislative Director Ed Fisher said.
Alexander’s bill would also “bring
more awareness to drug paraphernalia laws, which are not being strongly
enforced,” Fisher said. The bill would
not only make getting access to these
cigars more difficult, but also raise
awareness overall of the drug laws
D.C. tends to be lenient toward, he
added.
Variations of this policy are already
in place in areas like Philadelphia and
Prince George’s County, Md.
Fisher called last year’s ban on

certain single sales of alcohol a success
and seemed confident the current bill
would have a similar outcome.
“We have already seen the effects
and they have been positive,” he said,
referring to the alcohol policy.
Dave Bassu, manager of the
7-Eleven adjacent to campus on New
Hampshire Avenue, said he does not
see blunts as a particularly popular
commodity.
“This 7-Eleven doesn’t sell very
much of them,” Bassu said, adding that any ban on the single sale of
blunts would not have much effect on
his business. 
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CAMPUS
CALENDAR
Monday
HIGH 53 | LOW 37
THE KALB REPORT
Marvin Kalb hosts a panel
of four journalists to talk
about the global economic
crisis and the role of reporters.
8 p.m.
The National Press Club
TU B’SHVAT EXTRAVAGANZA!
The Hillel celebrates Tu
B’shvat. Enjoy a chocolate
fountain and plant herbs to
grow in your room.
7:30 p.m.
GW Hillel

Tuesday
HIGH 63 | LOW 46
CLOSE THE ACHIEVEMENT
GAP PANEL
Former U.S. Secretary of
Education Rod Paige leads
a discussion with GW students to find solutions and
strategies on how to close
the academic achievement
gap.
7 p.m.
Marvin Center Amphitheater

Wednesday
HIGH 65 | LOW 48
HEALTH FAIR 2009
Take advantage of free
specialty group fitness
classes, chair massages,
cholesterol and fitness
screenings and samples
from Campus Fresh.
5 p.m.
Lerner Health and Wellness
Center

WWW.GWHATCHET.COM

Nearly half of
Folds/Mraz tickets
remain unsold

SNAPSHOT

A little less than half of the
tickets remain for this Friday’s
Jason Mraz and Ben Folds concert, sponsored by Program
Board and WRGW.
Tickets for the Feb. 13 concert in the Smith Center are on
sale at the Ticketmaster Box Office in the Marvin Center for
$33.
When tickets went on sale
on Jan. 27, students reported
two-hour waits for tickets, but
PB Executive Chair Tiffany
Meehan said a little less than
half of the 4,000 tickets still remain.
Meehan also announced
that the GW Vibes, an a capella
group on campus, was chosen
by Ben Folds to be the show’s
opening act.
Folds asked the a capella
groups on campus to submit
YouTube videos of themselves
performing and he then chose
the Vibes to be the show’s
opener.
Meehan said the GW Vibes
performing with an artist as
famous as Ben Folds would be
“an amazing opportunity for a
student group to showcase in
front of a large audience.”
–Emily Cahn

Keep up with
the latest
campus news
online at
blogs.gwhatchet.com

Michelle Rattinger/Hatchet photographer

Sophomores Jimmy McNider, left, Brianna Sacks, middle, and Kate Byom, right, enjoy a
sunny Sunday afternoon relaxing and catching up on schoolwork in University Yard.

A former GW student pleaded guilty in Superior Court last
month to stalking a GW alumna
for about four months last year,
according to court documents.
Chris Gauss was sentenced
to 360 days in jail after pleading guilty Jan. 28 to one count of
stalking, but will serve no time in
jail because his sentence was suspended, court documents show.
Instead, he will serve two years
probation, supervised by the
mental health unit of the Court
Services & Offender Supervision
Agency. He was also ordered to
pay a $50 fine.
Gauss allegedly sent the victim – a recent graduate whose
name is being withheld because
of privacy concerns – more than
1,000 harassing e-mails and voicemails since September, according
to court documents. He was arrested in early January for stalking
and twice in December for unlawfully entering GW buildings.
Gauss’ attorney did not respond to requests for comment.
–Alex Byers

Greek-letter groups host tailgate barbecue to boost school spirit
Members of the Greek-letter community rallied behind
the men’s basketball team
Saturday, holding a tailgate
before the game aimed at creating a “state school” feel at a
University that some say lacks
school spirit.
Two hours before the game
began, members of fraternities
and sororities gathered in the
alley behind Townhouse Row
for an outdoor barbecue. After the event, most members
made their way to the Smith
Center to cheer on the Colonials.
“The culture of tailgating
gets people out and excited
for their team,” said Tyler
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Fishbone, a sophomore and
member of Pi Kappa Alpha.
“It makes me really happy to
finally have this. But I don’t
want it to be a special event,
I want this more often than
that.”
Sophomore Mark Halstead, also a member of Pi
Kappa Alpha, suggested that
the Greek-letter community
“can really mobilize a lot of
people because we have people all over campus.”
The leadership of Greekletter life agreed that their
members could help mobilize
the campus toward greater
school spirit.
“Greeks are involved with

tons of other campus groups
like Program Board and the
Student Association,” said
Chandler Bonanno, vice president of the Panhellenic Association. “So in that way, I
think we have the ability to
reach out to all students and
encourage school spirit.”
Others were not so optimistic about the future of
school spirit at GW.
“I don’t think we can emulate a state school, but it’s
good to encourage excitement
once in a while,” said Katerina
Taketzis, a sophomore member of Alpha Epsilon Phi.
Throughout the game students were asked trivia ques-

tions pertaining to Greek-letter
life and were awarded prizes
for answering correctly.
Additionally, the Ken Pikus Memorial Award was
granted to the members of Pi
Kappa Alpha, in honor of their
win in the fraternity intramural sports league. The members were awarded a plaque
during a special recognition
ceremony during the game.
The president of the chapter, Nicky Sampogna, accepted the award from family members of Ken Pikus, a
former member of Pi Kappa
Alpha who was killed in a car
accident in 1998.
–Julie Bailey
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Bedbugs force dorm fumigations Juicy Campus
Students irked
closes
down
by University
by Alli Hoff
Hatchet Staff Writer

response
by Becky Reeves
Hatchet Reporter
Students reported a bedbug
infestation on the ninth floor of
New Hall last week, prompting
the second series of fumigations in
residence hall this semester.
New Hall residents Nik Alexoff and his three roommates were
notified Wednesday afternoon of
the infestation on their floor and
that bedrooms would have to be
treated. Previously, at least three
rooms in Ivory Tower were fumigated this semester after a room of
girls reported bedbugs.
While the cause of the outbreaks varies on a case-by-case
basis, GW Student Health Service
Director Dr. Isabel Goldenberg
said the problem often stems from
the transfer of items, specifically
clothing, to and from a student’s
bedroom, which is common at the
start of a new semester.
“They usually arrive through
luggage, from a hotel or from traveling on an airplane,” Goldenberg
said. “After traveling, you have to
be careful not to put your luggage
on top of your bed.”
More than the creatures themselves, however, students said they
are bugged by the University’s response to the problem.
When Residential Property
Management notified Alexoff

Marie McGrory/Hatchet photographer

Junior Nik Alexoff, a New Hall resident, packed his belongings in garbage bags so his room
could be fumigated to rid a nearby room of a bedbug infestation.
about the problem, they said several steps would be taken to rid his
room of any infestations.
“They said they were going to
come in and vacuum all our floors
and our baseboards and steam
clean the carpet and our furniture,
but they didn’t actually do that,”
Alexoff said.
“They did come in and vacuum basically for about two minutes,” he added.
Due to the contagious nature of
the problem, Ivory Tower residents
Samantha Dercher, Jill Feluren and

Roxie Elliot, who live adjacent to an
infested room, were also required
to undergo bedbug treatment earlier this semester.
Notified that their room was
at risk of an infestation, the roommates were instructed to prepare
for a fumigation treatment within
24 hours. The students were disappointed, however, when after
removing everything from their
bedrooms, FIXit never showed up.
The residents were then notified
that the fumigation would not take
place until next day.

“If it was an emergency pest
situation, then it should have been
taken care of right away, when
they said they were going to do it,”
Dercher said. “If it wasn’t an emergency we shouldn’t have had that
last-minute inconvenience.”
Alexoff also said he felt that
he was misled by the notifications
and the extent to which his room
was actually treated.
He said, “They said they were
going to do all this stuff to prevent
it and then they only did one of
them.” 

Juicy Campus, the controversial Web site that allowed students
to anonymously post gossip about
their college campus, officially shut
down on Thursday.
Juicy Campus founder and
CEO Matt Ivester said financial
problems led to the forum’s demise.
“Juicy Campus’ exponential
growth outpaced our ability to
muster the resources needed to
survive this economic downturn,
and as a result, we are closing
down the site,” Ivester said in a
news release.
The Web site, which hosted
gossip forums for more than 500
college campuses across the country, caused controversy this year
because of the slanderous nature
of many anonymous posts.
In September, Juicy Campus
added GW to its list of colleges.
Students were quick to utilize the
site, creating posts on “Biggest
Slut on Campus,” “Most Surprising Gay Guys” and “Best Places to
Get High on Campus,” prompting
some outraged students to take action against the Web site.
Student Association Executive
Vice President Kyle Boyer voiced
his discontent with the site when it
appeared on campus in the fall.
“I don’t know anyone who
liked having Juicy Campus
around, and for that reason most
of us chose to kill it by ignoring it,”

Boyer said.
Ad revenue dropped “across
the board” as a result of the failing
economy, according to Ivester’s
blog. He denies that the shutdown
is at all related to the controversial
nature of the site, though some college campuses went so far as to
ban the domain.
“The vast majority of campuses decided not to censor their
students,” Ivester wrote. “Our
traffic levels remained very strong.
Any revenue lost as a result of the
campuses that banned us was negligible.”
There are no current plans to
bring back Juicy Campus, Ivester
said on his blog.
“At the end of the day, it is
probably not a financially sustainable model for a Web site,” Boyer
said. “On any campus, the popularity of the site peaks for a few
weeks, and then people get over
it and move on like most GW students were mature enough to do.”
The GW Patriot and The Colonialist, two GW blogs, began
spamming the site with random
Wikipedia entries in October.
“While I certainly take no credit for the demise of that Web site, it
feels good that decency prevailed,”
said Travis Helwig, a contributor
to The Colonialist.
He added, "Once again the
horrible rumors of undergraduate
life will have an exclusive contract
with McFaddens and Japone.” 
–Emily Cahn contributed to this
report.

Law eases penalty for bars serving minors

Historic building robbed near Thurston

D.C. bars will receive lighter
penalties for serving alcohol to
minors as a result of a new law
that went into effect last month.
Bars caught selling alcohol to
patrons under 21 will now only
face a warning for their first offense, instead of the previous
punishment of a two-day liquor
license suspension and a $1,000
fine. Councilman Jim Graham, DWard 1, proposed the measure in
December and D.C. Mayor Adrian Fenty signed the bill into law
in mid-January.
“The policy gives leniency in
the case of an honest, one-time
mistake,” Graham said in an interview with The Hatchet. “Sometimes servers may not understand

A building less than a
block from Thurston Hall was
robbed last Sunday at around
11 p.m. and witnesses told
police the suspects may have
carried guns, according to a
police report.
A caretaker told police he
saw three men leave the Diplomatic and Consular Officers
Retired Bacon House building
on 18th and F streets late Sunday night, the police report
states.
The suspects left the building through the rear door with
a brown box and two black
trash bags. The police report
classifies the incident as an
armed burglary and destruc-

the importance of checking identification or may forget to check in
a crowded bar or club scene.”
The law, which will be in effect for one year, grants warnings
to establishments as long as they
have had no violations in the
last four years. Graham stressed,
however, that there will still be
penalties for bars that repeatedly
serve to minors.
“There is still no tolerance
for establishments that ignore the
law,” he said. “The message is
clear that they will be punished
for breaking the law by serving
minors.”
Alcoholic Beverage Contol
Board Chairman Peter Feather
wrote a letter to the Council ask-

ing them to kill the bill in December, saying, “This change would
give the District of Columbia one
of the lightest penalties for this
type of offense,” according to The
Washington Post.
Mital Gandhi, a member of
the ABC board, said he understands concerns about normally
reputable establishments getting
a harsh reprimand for one-time
mistakes under the old policy, but
said he believes it is a fair policy.
“It isn’t necessarily about
20-year-olds looking 25, it is
about the 15-year-olds that look
15," Gandhi said in an interview.
"It isn’t like someone is trying to
trick them."
– Sophia Shin

tion of property.
The building had a deadbolt lock, but it is unclear
whether it was locked at the
time of the burglary.
Anne Kauzlarich, executive assistant and house manager of the DACOR Bacon
House, declined to comment
on what was stolen, saying
that doing so would pose a security risk for the organization.
She added that money was not
taken and that the theft was
related to construction on the
building.
“They knew exactly what
they wanted,” Kauzlarich
said. “I can’t tell you what was
taken, but there’s absolutely

no indication that there’s any
danger to the GW campus.”
The DACOR Bacon House
is a historic building listed in
the National Register of Historic Places. A former boarding
house and private residence, it
has been home to former members of the Supreme Court,
governors, senators and congressmen.
It now serves as a private
club offering hotel and event
services for “retired and active
duty officers of federal government agencies
g
whose p
principal responsibilities are/were
in the field of foreign affairs,”
according to their Web site.
–Gabrielle Bluestone
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QUOTABLE
“By sophomore year it's time to stop picking up dinner from
7-Eleven.”
–Junior Jackie Bianchini on why sophomores should have kitchens and not live in Potomac House.
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Time out for GW sports and dorms

editorial
George Washington
State University
For those of you that were looking forward to bragging about your men’s basketball team being on a 12-game losing streak,
you’re out of luck. Saturday afternoon, the
team won its first game since Dec. 23. This
victory also happened to coincide with an
enthusiastic student turnout, even given the
team’s lackluster record.
The secret? GW Spirit Office and Colonial Challenge worked with the Inter-Fraternity Council and Greek Life to drum up
attendance from Greek organizations for the
"Buff-Out Game," where students were told
to wear buff-colored shirts to show their
support. This strategy works really well in
the Greek community since chapters tend to
be cohesive and experienced at mobilizing
member attendance.
At GW, we’ll take spirit in any form we
can get it, but there has to be a way to include a wider cross-section of the school.
The take-away lesson from the successful turnout is that spirit needs to come from
student organizations, not Infomails. It is
easier to make 50 students from a student
organization show up together than to get
one student to show up alone. If even half
of the student orgs on campus got half their
members to show up together to games, it
could work wonders for our often spiritless
campus.
Sporting events do not necessarily
have to be exclusively about the action on
the court – getting hundreds of people to
come together for the atmosphere and the
hot dogs is a feat in itself. But the fact that
the day the team cut its losing streak was
the same day that the Smith Center filled
up begs the question: What comes first, the
spirit or the winning team?
We don’t go to a big state school. Our
team is not world-class. Most of us didn’t
choose GW for the tailgating. But admit it,
it would be nice to spend a few hours shouting and cheering ourselves hoarse every
now and then for something that’s not on
C-SPAN.
It doesn’t have to be just about basketball either. Other schools tend to capitalize
on their traditions. Why can’t we? A schoolwide street fair, Hippo day or even just a
big, old-fashioned annual barbecue would
surely draw students. And just imagine all
the photo ops for admissions brochures.
The bottom line is that it shouldn’t be so
hard to get students to come out to events
which are meant to be fun – it's not like people are being sent out to the coal mines when
they’re asked to attend a game or a barbecue. But if students are to actually show up,
use the social networks that are already in
place and encourage student leaders to get
their groups to come out in full force.
After all, it works for the Greeks – why
not the rest of the Colonials?

I

’ve seen the future of university life – and it ain’t Going into double-overtime in a game against Duke
pretty.
has the clear potential to stimulate a school. But it is
Brandeis University announced last week not every day that events like that occur, and with
that it would begin selling off its $350 million art GW’s record, it doesn’t look like a repeat is coming
collection that includes original works by Andy anytime soon.
Warhol. Meanwhile, Southern New Hampshire
If the goal of athletics is to bring a campus toUniversity is ditching the traditional collegiate ex- gether, GW teams have failed. If the goal is to properience for underclassmen, elimivide an outlet for physical fitness,
nating dorms and offering students a
intramural sports do the job just
bare bones education – at 40 percent
fine. But if the goal is to most efNIKETA BRAR
of the traditional cost.
ficiently spend the school’s limited
With universities across the counfunds in a tightening economy, athCOLUMNIST
try taking drastic steps to reduce
letic facilities are not the answer.
“discretionary” expenditures, maybe
If athletics are not enough to
it’s time for GW to take a look at its
keep our campus competitive, well
options a bit more creatively. In consideration of the – there’s always the dorms. The latest $75 million
recent string of athletic embarrassments, the lack of endeavor will entice incoming freshmen into staystudent concern for the school’s sports teams and ing all the way through senior year, just so they can
the funds needed to support training, travel and fa- bask in the glow of the glossy white paint and single
cilities, it’s time to talk about why GW just doesn’t bedrooms connected to a common area.
need sports.
Maybe I’m the only one missing the point here,
In the four years I’ve been here, sports has excit- but since when did athletics and dorms define a unied students and brought the campus together once. versity?

It has been more than a while since I made
my college choice, but I do not recall either pretty
dorms or shiny stadiums being the selling point to
my future. I recall an interest in academic options,
a desire to be part of a student body with whom
I could relate and the want for a general buzz of
excitement around a campus where things were
happening.
A premier university doesn’t boast its dorms to
attract students. It boasts the number of libraries,
the quality of professors and the plethora of opportunities available to the yearning mind. By marketing itself as a flashy school, GW is compromising on
issues of substance.
Do I think GW necessarily should rid itself of
all athletic ventures? Thankfully, we don’t have to
make decisions like that just yet. But when the financial belt starts to tighten and tough decisions
need to be made, the administration should sober
up and realize what it needs to do to move this campus into the next era of educational excellence.
–The writer, a senior majoring in international affairs
and political science, is a Hatchet columnist.

I’ll drink to that

Letter to the editor

High-quality beer is recession-proof

I

love high-quality beer.
Blue Moon, the craft beer from
Not more than a few, but Colorado, which turned in a doujust enough. With it, you are ble-digit increase in profits during
able to raise your nose, along the third quarter. Realizing they
with your glass,
needed to adverslightly toward the
tise their lowersky and project a
priced
beers,
JOE LALIBERTE
higher knowledge
Miller High Life is
COLUMNIST
of a beverage that
beginning to put
some say predates
up billboards saythe discovery of
ing, “What recesbread.
sion?”
That’s not why I love it though.
Along with seafood, candy
It is bold and colorful – more so and pasta sauces, beer is rated as
than its lesser counterparts. It recession proof by Nielsen, a marcomes in lagers, pilsners, stouts, keting research group.
pale ales, barley wines, porters
There are over 13,000 brewerand blondes. It can be dark or ies in the United States, 99 percent
light, served on draft, in a bottle of which do not make Budweisor a can.
er or Miller Light. I don’t think
As most areas of the economy they’ll be asking for a bailout anysee profits dwindle, beer sales in time soon. They make beers like
the United States have continued Lagunitas Dogtown Pale Ale, Allto rise. This increase in sales does gäuer Cambonator Dunkle Dopnot come from the empty Key- pelbock (none of these are even
stone or Bush Light cans overflow- words!) and Otter Creek Stoveing your trash. It comes from craft pipe Porter.
breweries that brew high-quality
In Dallas, one store owner
beer and sell it at a much higher said his high-end and microbrewprice.
ery sales have doubled in the last
High-quality beer may have year. The governor of Michigan
just the buzz the economy needs.
implored her state’s residents to
SABMiller PLC, the London- drink Bell’s Beer, from a microbased brewer of Grolsch, Miller brewery in Galesburg, to keep
Genuine Draft and Peroni Nastro money in their own state.
Azzurro lager, watched as profits
College students are drinking
for Miller Light fell 7.5 percent in more microbrews as well. Accordthe third quarter. They were lucky ing the student newspaper of the
enough to raise their glasses to University of Minnesota, a three-

year-old microbrewery near campus is expanding quicker than it
can handle. The local liquor store
serving campus has become one
of the top sellers of microbrewed
beer in the state.
Microbreweries are even going
green. La Crosse City Brewery is
recycling their waste to generate
energy for a local hospital in Wisconsin. New Belgium Brewery in
Fort Collins, Colo. published a life
assessment of one of its six-packs
and plans to install $4 million in
energy saving technologies. Sierra
Nevada is turning their waste byproduct into ethanol.
It is strange to see higherpriced products sell better than
their cheaper counterparts during
the worst economy since the Great
Depression. But therein lays the
beauty of craft beer. After a long
day going to classes and meetings,
sometimes the best things don’t
come in an aluminum can among
29 other beers just like it.
Craft brewers have created a
product that is unique, local and
green. If the rest of the economy
were this sustainable, then maybe
our country wouldn’t have such
a hangover after Wall Street got
drunk. I’ll bet those stock traders
still drink Keystone.
Cheers.
–The writer, a senior majoring in political communication, is a Hatchet
columnist.

The defaced crosses that were found in
the CD/CR office are a disgrace to all people
of faith and those that believe in free, honest
and fair discourse at GW. This despicable act
manifests the potent intolerance that unfortunately exists at GW. As a result, the person or persons involved ought to face severe
consequences.
The GW community deserves strong action against the perpetrators. Anything less
than an exhaustive investigation leading to
justice would be a disgrace to all fair-minded students at this university. So far, it seems
that the proper authorities have acknowledged the severity of the issue and conducted themselves accordingly.
We are calling for “the harshest consequences under the Code of Student Conduct,” something The GW Hatchet demanded in its Feb. 2 edition. We ask that
fair and equal treatment be given devoid of
any biases because Christian symbols were
disfigured as opposed to other religious objects. We believe that a precedent was set last
year when condemnation arose after Sarah
Marshak was caught drawing swastikas in
her residence hall. We felt that the current
Assistant Dean of Students Tara W. Pereira’s
notice of possible expulsion for the act was
proper. We feel that this incident is no less
grave and should result in severe punishment. including expulsion, for all those involved.
How this issue is resolved will become a
testament to whether this University holds
true to its character. If justice is served, it
will be evident that our ideals are enduring.
If not, it will be clear that they are just empty
rhetoric.
Matthew Sauvage
Vice President GW-Young America’s
Foundation

A stimulus cut we can’t afford

Way past last call

Don't nix education spending from the stimulus bill

Wasteful education spending needs to stop now

F

or the past few months, GW students have age likely will not be enough nor will it reach all
not been exempt from feeling the burden GW students. The Obama administration and
of the worsening nationwide economic Congress must try to protect students across the
crisis. Had Congress passed President Obama’s nation, including here, by providing them with
originally proposed stimulus package, part of increases in grants to pursue their educations.
that weight might have been liftWhile some opponents ared from the shoulders of both the
gued that the bill should not
University and its students.
money for education,
LYNDSEY WAJERT include
Recently, the stimulus packthe correlation between educaage passed in the House of Reption and long-term, stable jobs
COLUMNIST
resentatives against Republican
should not be ignored. Isn’t the
wishes on a strictly partisan vote.
bill supposed to be about jobs?
As of Friday, a Senate coalition
In the global economy, higher
consisting of moderate Republicans and Demo- education becomes more and more significant
crats reportedly reached a compromise that de- to our ability to compete. The stimulus package
leted some of the provisions of the House bill. could have helped students graduate without
Notably, this version apparently no longer in- a crushing level of debt in these difficult ecocludes money for students and colleges.
nomic times.
The Senate will make a mistake if it passes
At one level, the hesitation of the Republithe new stimulus package without the funding cans in the House and the Senate seems underfor education found in the original bill. My sup- standable. Or at least, their proposed litmus test
port for the original bill stems from the fact that – creating jobs or saving jobs – sounds logical.
GW could have potentially benefited from the
But the changes made in order to appease
money allocated to institutions of higher educa- Senate Republicans should not have included
tion.
removing or reducing funds for education. AcAccording to The Hatchet’s analysis (“Bail- cording to CNN, Sen. Dick Durbin, D-Ill., “sinout funds may benefit GW students,” Feb. 2, p. gled out education as one of the largest areas of
1), the bill contained a “total of $159 billion to- cuts,” saying, “ ‘It’s a painful area for all of us,
ward education, ranging from kindergarten to as Democrats, to make these cuts in education
the university level, over the next two years.” assistance.’ ” Painful for him, perhaps, but even
Individual students could have seen more mon- more painful for the students denied aid.
ey for student loans from increases in Pell Grant
GW and our other institutions of higher
funding and would have benefited from certain learning contribute to our economy in ways as
tax cuts. Moreover, the University could have vital as Wall Street or the automakers, even if
potentially received more money for construc- this contribution is hard to quantify. Members
tion projects such as the proposed Science and of Congress need to follow through on their
Engineering Complex.
promises to aid the economy, and one way in
GW administrators have been taking steps which they can do so is by passing a stimulus
to ensure that current and prospective students package resembling the original bill, which alwill not lose access to a GW education because locates money to students and scholastic instiof the financial climate. In The Hatchet’s report tutions such as GW. Perhaps the conference of
(“Tuition, financial aid face key Board of Trust- House and Senate members who will work on a
ees vote, Jan. 29, p. 1”), the results of the Feb. 13 compromise bill will see the light.
Board meeting may provide even more money -The writer, a freshman majoring in journalism, is a
for students on aid. But that enhanced aid packHatchet columnist.

T

he farce that is President Obama’s wasteful eco- industrialized countries. Yet we consistently fall benomic stimulus bill still (even after the compro- hind those same countries in achievement. According
mise) has dozens of provisions that need to be to UNICEF, only 1 percent of South Korean students
seriously reconsidered. However, cutting out much of fall below international education standards, while
the billions of dollars in new education funding from 16 percent of American students do the same. More
the bill was a good place to start and I say we should funding alone clearly does not and will not guarantee
cut out even more.
success.
I know the liberal elements in
The Bush administration increased
Washington like to operate under the
the education budget by 167 percent
myth that all their government proover two terms, and we’re still in an
grams would work if only they had
education crisis. It’s not just primary
more funding, but let’s be clear about
and secondary education that fall into
something: More money for public
this illusion that more money autoeducation will not improve public
matically means better results. College
education. Period.
students, too, have become victims.
It’s no secret that public education
During the Bush years, funding
in the United States is troubling at best,
for student loans increased nearly 400
for a variety of reasons, both cultural
percent to $50 billion. Yet college prices
and institutional. Parents that don’t
still rise and just as many families are
put enough importance on educahaving problems paying for college.
tion contribute to low grades and
When colleges realize struggling
high dropout rates. Unchallenging
families will have more loan money
ANDREW CLARK
curricula and ineffective testing alto pay for tuition, they react by raisCOLUMNIST
low students to glide from grade to
ing their tuition even higher. Hungrade regardless of whether they are
dreds of economists have realized
actually ready. A lack of school choice
and documented this phenomenon,
stalls competition and stagnates edubut Washington ignores it under the
cation quality. Teachers’ unions are too powerful and shield of “how can you oppose more money for eduprevent any meaningful reform. Regardless of which cation? You monster!”
argument you believe, everyone can agree that public
Well, I oppose more money for education – at least
education in America, to phrase it in an uneducated until we fix the fundamental problems with the system.
way, sucks.
If you ask me, the teachers’ unions, in the interest
So our answer was to double the size of the edu- of higher pay, have focused so hard on maintaining
cation budget by throwing another $150 billion at a the status quo and raising teachers’ salaries that any
system that we know doesn’t work?
meaningful reform has become impossible. That’s
To put this in a metaphor we college students open for debate, of course, but nevertheless it’s a demay understand, imagine there’s an alcoholic at the bate we need to have before we start allocating $150
bar at closing time and the solution to get rid of him billion in taxpayer money to causes we know don’t
is to keep the bar open for another hour. This closely and won’t work.
resembles our current education policy.
Let’s be smart about this one, guys, and not let
For the past 20 years, except for No Child Left our schools turn into that drunk guy at the bar.
Behind, mainly all we have done in the name of fix–The writer, a sophomore majoring in politiing education is pump more money into it. Fact: The
cal communication, is a Hatchet columnist and
United States spends a higher percentage of GDP,
a member of the College Republicans executive
around 6 percent, on education than almost all other
board.
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A new green challenge

Sustainability
director formerly
corporate adviser
by Eric Katz
Hatchet Reporter
University President Steven
Knapp has recruited a former corporate adviser to lead the newly
established sustainability office.
Before taking her current position at GW, new Office of Sustainability Director Meghan ChappleBrown worked with a consulting
firm aptly named Sustainability,
where she advised corporations
such as Nike, Wal-Mart and Ford
on issues related to climate change,
transparency and human rights.
Despite differences between
the Fortune 500 companies and

academic institutions, ChappleBrown said she sees parallels between their sustainability efforts.
“I’ve advised large companies,
and GW is comparable to a large
company,” she said. “There are lots
of people involved. I have experience in seeing sustainability take
a root in a corporation, so I know
how to make change in a large organization.”
Chapple-Brown, who holds
a degree in environmental studies from Northwestern University
and an MBA and master’s degrees
from the University of Michigan,
said she hopes to “help the folks
who are already working on the
issue of sustainability to continue
their success and help them be
more successful.”
She added, “President Knapp
wants the University to be in a leadership position on sustainability.”
Chapple-Brown said she decided to make the transition to the
University because she wanted a
new career challenge and was interested in the new and “holistic”
approach GW was taking toward
sustainability.
As part of this approach, the
University has already taken several steps to mitigate its carbon footprint. School of Media and Public
Affairs professor and CNN correspondent Frank Sesno has started
a program called Planet Forward,
an interactive initiative that is built
around input from the public for
ideas on sustainability. Campus
groups like Green GW, Campaign
GW, the Student Association and
The Institute for the Analysis of
Solar Energy have all contributed

to make Foggy Bottom a “greener”
campus.
As head of the Office of Sustainability, Chapple-Brown hopes
to continue and further what has
already started.
“I want to help provide a vision
for where the University wants to
go,” she said. “It is my job to make
sure we meet the commitments we
have made.”
Chapple-Brown said she is eager
to work with the student efforts.
“I want to work with those
folks who are excited about improving our sustainable system
here,” Chapple-Brown said.
Immediate plans for the Office
of Sustainability include the program RecycleMania, which raises
awareness about and encourages
recycling on campus, and several
programs during Earth Week.
Eventually, Chapple-Brown
said she would like to improve the
carbon footprint at all three of GW’s
campuses. She acknowledges the
challenges ahead of her, including
getting people around GW to have
a sustainable mentality.
“It’s about being green but also
about development for now and
future generation and good quality
of life,” Chapple-Brown said.
Though the Office of Sustainability remains a new and small
program at GW – only one employee, graduate student Josh Lasky,
works in the office with ChappleBrown – she remains optimistic
that she will be able to meet the difficulties of sustainability head on.
She said, “As we are learning
to walk, we will learn how to run
pretty quickly.” 

Thurston residents report disrepair
Freshman dorm
showing its age,
students say
by Lauren Honemeyer
Hatchet Staff Writer
After rowing practice on
Feb. 1, Ivan Soto-Wright tried
to relax by taking a shower in
his Thurston Hall room.
Moments later, the freshman narrowly avoided serious
injury when the ceiling collapsed.
“I heard a crack sound, and
within a split second, I moved
out of the way and half of the

ceiling above the shower came
crashing down,” Soto-Wright
said.
About $19 million has been
spent over the past three years
to update the fire and sprinkler systems, replace elevators and renovate the exterior
of the residence hall, said Juan
Ibanez, Jr., associate vice president for facilities. But despite
the millions of dollars in renovations, GW’s largest freshman
residence hall is still home to a
variety of harmful mold and
piping problems.
The University is taking
these problems on a case-bycase basis, leaving students to
largely rely on FIXit.
Ibanez said money was
spent to carpet hallways, paint

rooms and for “miscellaneous
repairs to portions of the
plumbing systems, and other
general maintenance-like activities consistent with daily
support to a 1,000-person residence hall.”
But dozens of freshmen
like Soto-Write say they are experiencing issues that extend
beyond general maintenance.
“Half of the brick-like
substance that came from the
ceiling was scattered throughout the bathtub,” Soto-Wright
said. “I survived with a minor
scrape on my leg, but it could
have been a lot worse.”
When FIXit arrived an hour
later, they were surprised to
See THURSTON, p. B6
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Three announce for top SA spots
Eligibility rules remain undecided

Michelle Rattinger/ Hatchet photographer

Executive Vice President Kyle Boyer (left), cabinet member Jason Lifton (center) and Sen. Nick
Polk all announced their candidacy for SA leadership positions.
by Emily Cahn
Assistant News Editor
Candidates seeking positions in the Student Association executive have begun to
emerge as SA election season
gears up, but the eligibility
rules for candidates are still
being debated within the organization.
Candidate registration began Monday morning, prompting candidacy announcements
from three students vying for
top positions in the organization.
Executive Vice President
Kyle Boyer and Jason Lifton, a
member of SA President Vishal
Aswani’s cabinet, announced
Wednesday their candidacy
for president and EVP respectively. SA Sen. Nick Polk, U-atLarge and chair of the Rules
Committee, announced Sunday that he will also seek the
presidential spot.
Both Boyer and Lifton said
advocacy will be a pillar of
their campaign, rather than
programming like the Unity
Ball and inaugural float.
“There were commitments
to make sustainability a priority, but they were pushed aside
in favor of programming,”
Boyer said in a news release,
referring to Aswani’s goals
this year.
Lifton echoed Boyer’s concerns about programming,
though the two are not run-

ning together.
“I have seen the SA become a programming body
that oversteps its boundaries, an SA that does not spend
their time advocating for students and instead gets caught
up in its own internal politics
and an SA that doesn’t make a
unified effort to communicate
with students,” Lifton said in
a news release. “All of these
things are unacceptable to
me.”
Polk said he will focus on
small, attainable goals as a
candidate for SA president.
“Just looking back at the
past couple of years, there are
so many plausible goals that
have made GW better,” Polk
said. “GW Reads, 4-RIDE improvements, Colonial Invasion, mandatory spending
rollover. Anybody who tells
you they know how to reduce
mandatory spending is lying.
Believe me, I’ve tried.”
SA Sen. Logan Dobson,
CCAS-U, successfully pushed
for an open registration procedure for students seeking
positions within the SA last
Tuesday. Dobson’s bill would
only require interested students to submit a statement of
candidacy to be added to the
ballot, but Aswani vetoed it on
Thursday.
In the past, students needed to collect signatures from 1
percent of the student body in

order to be placed on the ballot.
Dobson said he disagreed
with Aswani’s veto.
“Vishal’s veto was unwarranted. It confuses me that
the first bill he vetoes all year
would be one that passed by
a wide, veto-proof, margin,”
Dobson wrote in an e-mail.
Aswani said he agrees that
students seeking positions in
the SA senate should not be
required to attain signatures to
be placed on the ballot, but he
said candidates for executive
office should be required to
show tangible proof that they
are serious about running. He
proposed a new version of the
bill that would require only
candidates for president and
executive vice president offices to collect the necessary
signatures.
“The most important offices of the Student Association –
those of president and executive vice president – require
individuals who are prepared
to make significant sacrifices
to fulfill and exceed their duties,” Aswani wrote in a news
release.
Boyer said he is okay with
collecting signatures to run.
“Either way, the same
people will run. Taking away
signatures would just make it
easier,” Boyer said.
SA elections are scheduled
for Feb. 25 and 26. 
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Life
SEX

Gravedigger's
remorse

K

Not all relationships in college
are pretty. More likely than not,
they lead to heartache, depression
or half-friendships. Don’t get me
wrong, a lot of people fall in love,
meet their spouses and end up happily ever after. But that’s not all of
us. Most of us date, kiss and date
again. Some of us kiss too much
and too often and then suffer consequences I call the “gravedigger's
remorse.”
Meet my friend Angela. With
green eyes and a petite frame, even
the slightest look at her makes one
salivate. She dates Jonathon. He’s
never taken her out, doesn’t even
like to let her spend the night and
hates to wear a condom. But Angela loves Jonathon. She sneaks to
his room at the ring of his 4 a.m.

Feb 13, 1997:

School of Government and
Business Administration
released a study that found
cheating was caused by
negligent professors and
pressure to succeed.

Tuition increased 4.4
percent from $25,040 to
$26,140.

A course called Washington,
D.C.: History, Culture and
Politics was one of the first
to have an interactive Web
site with online syllabus and
discussion board.

Brittany Levine – Life Editor (blevine@gwhatchet.com)

ung fu champ kicks it in the classroom
by Megan Marinos
Hatchet Reporter
Ron Wheeler, a former martial arts national champion with training
in taekwondo, kung fu and tai chi, now teaches college girls how to uppercut, right hook and roundhouse kick.
Wheeler’s cardio-kickboxing class has become famous among GW
students. Trained in martial arts, Wheeler is responsible for pushing students to their max while educating them about their bodies and how to
exercise safely and appropriately.
Wheeler, an exercise science professor, has taught the one-credit
cardio-kickboxing class twice a week for several semesters.
Wheeler’s interest in martial arts began at age 12 while growing up
in the D.C. area. But when his friends went off to take formal classes, he
had to rely on what he calls “back-alley kung fu.”
“I had a lot of friends who went to martial arts classes,
but I couldn’t afford it, so instead, I learned from them,”
Wheeler said.
At 14, Wheeler
attended a

summer
camp where
he
learned
kempo karate, and
by 15 he was receiving instruction in kung fu. After advanced study in martial arts at the
Jow Ga Kung Fu Association, Wheeler
became a certified martial arts instructor in
1990.
Though Wheeler has been trained in a variety of
martial arts disciplines, he does not merely use his
skills to teach. He also uses them to compete. As he
put it, “asking if I have ever competed is like asking if
the world is round.”

ALEXANDRA
SHAHADY
SEX COLUMNIST
phone call and never lets any one
know, but we all know Angela’s secret. She tells her closest friends that
she’s in control; it’s just the physical
she needs. Twenty-four hours later
when he hasn’t returned her fifth
phone call, she’s over him. She says
she’s buried him.
But give Angela a lonely night
and she’s digging up Jonathon
again. Angela is a gravedigger.
After another cold walk to Jonathon’s room and awkward postcoital stares, Angela swears him
off again. She has gravedigger’s
remorse.
This perpetual cycle that college women and men go through
is known by scholars as the “hookup culture.” It’s the no-stringsattached sex we all know about
and some participate in. A study
done at James Madison University, published in the Journal of Sex
Research, found that 86 percent of
women and 88 percent of men have
had a hook-up. Of those, these students believe that the average person is more sexually liberal than
they consider themselves, which
the study attributes to pluralistic
ignorance – similar to the “everyone’s doing it” attitude.
But almost every one is doing
it.
Of those that have a had a “terrible hook-up,” which is nearly
half for both sexes, the study gives
two reasons: For men, the woman
wanted a relationship. For women,
the man wanted more sex.
Is it hit or miss sometimes?
Have we as a college generation
stopped caring about whom we
hook up with?
Maybe not. I think we are all
guilty of having gravedigger’s remorse. We all should learn a simple
life lesson: to cut our losses before
they cut us. 

Feb. 12, 2001:

Wheeler’s list of martial arts accomplishments includes the title of
National Champion in 1997 and 1999 and four gold and two silver medals at the USA Wu Shu Kung Fu Federation 2007 National Competition.
In 2003, the U.S. China Kuoshu Federation named Wheeler the Male
Competitor of the Year. He also achieved two gold medals at the First
World Traditional Wushu Festival in Zhengzhou, China.
“I compete in everything: forms, weapons and fighting,” he said.
His list of accomplishments leaves one as winded as his 50-minute
classes in the K Gym. But how does a martial arts champion suddenly
come to teach college girls cardio-kickboxing?
While working at a gym in Cleveland Park called City Fitness, the
owners requested that Wheeler take a cardio-kickboxing class.
He first taught a class at the World Bank, a class he still teaches today.
He also teaches at LA Boxing, a popular chain in the area.
“I get a lot of elements from traditional Chinese martial arts,” Wheeler said. “Unless you have my
background and knowledge
of martial arts, you will
not be able to explain the
purpose behind every
move like I do.”
Students
know
Wheeler as fun, energetic
and humorous. He attributes
this to his active lifestyle and
the fact that he wakes up each morning
and lives his passion – something most
people aspire to but rarely achieve.
“Ron has so much energy and passion for what he does. He makes kickboxing fun and educational,” said Maria
Cheung, one of Wheeler’s students.
Wheeler educates students on their
bodies, quizzing them throughout their
workout on their different muscles. He also
has his students record various exercises they can do outside of class
to stay in shape.
“He wants us to get the most out of our workouts and pushes us
hard, but he always looks out for us,” Cheung said.
Wheeler is also writing his first book about his experiences in
martial arts. He plans to submit a copy to his publisher this week. 

Anne Wernikoff/assistant photo editor

Kickboxing professor and martial arts champion
Ron Wheeler performs a roundhouse klick.

QUILLS
from p. A1
But Rozenberg received
an e-mail from Peraza in early
February saying the SAC “had
problems to discuss.”
When Rozenberg met with
Peraza and SAC Assistant Director Bridgette Behling, they
said the students could no longer put on the show in its original form, and wanted immediate ideas on how to cut parts of
the production.
Rozenberg said he was told
in the meeting that according to
D.C. law they could not show
anything obscene on stage.
“I wanted to be up front
about it unlike what happened
with ‘Hair,’ " Rozenberg said,
referring to a controversial student theater performance last
year that included nudity.
Local D.C. theater organizations have performed plays
with full-frontal nudity, including "Quills." The Woolly Mammoth Theatre Company has
produced the show in the past
with nudity.
Woolly Mammoth’s production manager Taryn ColbergStaples said she is unaware of
any D.C. law restricting nudity
in productions.
“If such a thing existed or
was enforced, most theaters in
town could not do their productions,” Colberg-Staples wrote in
an e-mail.
Rozenberg
defended
“Quills” by citing the Supreme

Court decision Miller v. California, which allows obscenity
when it is put in the context of
a play with literary or artistic
value.
On Tuesday, University officials told Rozenberg The Company could produce the show in
full.
Freshman Ana Quijano, a
member of the six-person cast
said she has been inspired by
the conflict with the University.
“The whole experience of
having to fight the system in
order to get our voices out there
is awesome especially now that
the University has given us permission. It just makes it so much
better,” she said.
Peraza declined to comment
on the concerns about the play.
University spokeswoman Tracy
Schario said GW reviewed “the
context of the play looking at
District of Columbia law, our
policies” and will require an
adult content notice and a disclaimer for its production.
Rozenberg said he is relieved the ordeal has finally
come to an end, but it served as
a learning experience for him.
“I’ve wanted to do this
show for about two years now
because I’ve always been interested in the idea of censorship
and how in modern society it
is still being used even when
you have codes like the First
Amendment,” Rozenberg said.
“Institutions still manage to tell
people you can’t read something and look at something,
watch something. This show
speaks directly to it.” 

HATCHETEXPAT
EXPAT

Monkeying around in Korea
by Harald Olsen
Hatchet Expat
On Saturday, I spent a night
in one of the handful of bars in
Seoul that are designed for foreigners and proud of it.
The bar is called Monkey
Beach. From the first time I laid
eyes on the sign, I knew I would
find few better examples of an
expat bar. The name, adorned
with a picture of an impish smiling monkey stood out in brilliant fluorescent lights in one of
Seoul’s nightlife districts.
Billboards on either side of
Monkey Beach proudly proclaimed its “Thailand Style
Live Nightly Fire Shows” and
were filled with pictures of
smiling people, all white.
Along the stairway, signs
were written, unusually, first in
English, then Korean. Bouncers
checked foreigners' IDs, spoke
clipped English, and pointed
people to their tables without
raising an eyebrow.
The night’s entertainment
was not yet underway, and people kept streaming in. Lanky
American soldiers with crew
cuts and Midwestern looks,
impossible to miss among the
Korean customers, strode over
to pool tables and ordered Coronas.
Dozens of Korean women

in heavy make-up either accompanied soldiers to the bar
or sidled up to other foreignlooking men who had bought
buckets of vodka cranberry.
Korean men, better dressed
than their American counterparts, talked quietly at tables
and waited for the night’s entertainment, a fire dancer, to take
the stage. The atmosphere was
far from quiet. The latest American club anthem pumping from
speakers in every corner was
sometimes interrupted by the
shouts and laughter of Americans in the center of the room.
Expat bars are more than interesting curiosities. They symbolize the intersection of Seoul
nightlife culture with the foreign teachers and soldiers who
temporarily make the city their
home. Expat bars are where foreigners like me are for once not
an overwhelming minority.
The American men, their
arms clasped around laughing
Korean women, are the most
obvious meeting of locals and
foreigners. Months of smoldering glares aimed at such couples
on the subway and on the street
have made it clear that mixed
couples are committing a cultural snafu. At Monkey Beach
there are no older Korean men
to swear under their breath at
the women or disapproving

Hardship and hobos: A look back at the Great Depression
I don’t know about you, but this whole economic crisis is starting to hit home. Did you hear?
Starbucks is slashing 7,000 jobs and shuttering a
bunch of its stores. Let’s hope and pray the Gelman
and E Street branches aren’t on the chopping block.
That’d be a real crisis.
But while the economic situation seems to be

THEN NOW
UNEMPLOYMENT

25% 7.6%

(at depth of Great Depression)

(in current economic crisis)

GDP
1929-1933

2007-2008

GDP declined by

GDP grew by

8.6% 1.3%
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

getting worse, I am a bit skeptical of the pundits quarter through the keys of her piano.
who seem bent on comparing the current crises to
“Mother took apart that entire piano, got the
the 1930s. Is it really that bad?
quarter back, and reassembled it,” she said, adding
To get some perspective, I called up my great that her mother did not let anything go to waste.
aunt Mary. When she was about five years old, the
But despite the hardships, Aunt Mary said her
Depression hit. And it hit hard. All her siblings – parents always managed to give.
including my grandfather – have passed away. She
“We had lots of hobos,” she said, pausing to
is the only one left.
ask if I knew what a hobo was.
Aunt Mary was born in Oklahoma, but we
“The hobos jumped off the trains and looked
don’t hold that against her. My
for church steeples. Mother cooked
great-grandfather was a United
for them if she could got hold of
Methodist minister, so he and his
something,” she said.
CLAYTON M.
family, Aunt Mary included, moved
Life was genuinely tough for
MCCLESKEY
around, eventually settling in West
Aunt Mary and the folks struggling
Texas.
to make ends meet, especially for
LIFE COLUMNIST those living out west.
“The church was behind on
paying Daddy’s salary,” Aunt Mary
“The first thing you have to
explained. “So the ladies of the
think about were the sandstorms,”
church got together and canned 98 half-gallon jars she recalled. “The houses were not well-built,
of black-eyed peas. That’s a heck of a lot of black- and that sand would come right in through the
eyed peas.”
walls. You would get dunes across the living room
Those black-eyed peas managed to feed Mary floor.”
and her siblings through the winter.
I guess my dorm room is not so bad after all.
“Your granddaddy used to always say it wasn’t
As students, we can learn from our grandparthat he liked black-eyed peas, but he respected ents’ generation. They all have their own version
them,” Mary told me.
of this story. And amid the current economic malWhen was the last time you respected food?
aise, it is important to keep things in perspective.
Those were different times, Mary explained.
Like so many of her peers, Aunt Mary still
Money was tight. Food was in short supply. Even a views life through the lens of the Depression.
jar of jelly was a delicacy.
“I find myself spending carefully even though
Imagine this: Everyone had to make their own things come a lot easier now a days,” she said. “I
clothes. Your family may be trimming its budget, guess you never get over the values you place on
but I doubt you will be walking around Foggy Bot- things when you grow up in a Depression.”
tom in homemade overalls anytime soon.
She paused for a moment, and then added,
To illustrate just how much they valued money, “And you never know, it could happen again.” 
Aunt Mary told me about the time she dropped a

Other Facts about Then & Now...

Let's talk
about

THIS WEEK IN
GW HISTORY

Feb. 11, 1988:

eyes to keep couples holding
hands and doing nothing else.
The fire show started at
11:30 p.m. A shirtless man cradled balls of flame and spun
in the middle of the darkened
room to raucous applause. As
the show, a regular on Saturday
nights, drew to a close, the audience started chanting, “Fire!
Fire!” Seconds later, a pounding beat burst forth from the
bar’s speakers, its chorus an
echo of the crowd’s voice. The
same song is used to close out
every show, and evidently most
people come regularly enough
to anticipate it.
By 1 a.m., the Marines
started to dance on tables, their
dates right up there with them,
and no one seemed to mind.
When I got up to leave, Korean
faces did not swivel in my direction and follow me out of
the room.
Expat bars like Monkey
Beach aren’t traditionally Korean in any sense. Instead they do
their best to oppose the norms
of posh Korean nightlife. Monkey Bar attracts a mix of adventurous locals and homesick foreigners and makes a night out
feel like a short trip home.
–The author is a junior studying
abroad at Seoul National University in Seoul, South Korea.

People in the United
States are nearly
eight times wealthier
now than they were in
the 1930s.
They spend only
10 percent of their
incomes on food, compared with 20 percent
to 25 percent during
the Depression.
There were no unemployment benefits, Social Security or federal
deposit insurance in
the early 1930s.
Source:
University of Michigan-Flint
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Loud
Music

HATCHET
CHECKUP
by Alex Schneider
Hatchet Reporter
Freshman Julianne Barto knows that if she
listens to her iPod too loud, she won’t be listening for long.
“My room, and even my hallway, they’re
always pretty noisy,” Barto said. “I used to
listen to my iPod to drown it out. Now I go to
the library when I have to study.”
When a man sued Apple in 2006 after
claiming hearing loss from their ubiquitous
music player, he inspired a new public anxiety: Our ears might be under attack.
But this fear was born decades before the
iPod. Ever since Sony launched their Walkman
in 1979, audiologists have been worried by the
presence of headphones that press against the
ear and blast music directly into them.
Headphones have since become earbuds
that burrow inside of the ear canal, which is
even worse, hearing experts say.
Dr. Linda Jacobs-Condit, a clinical audiologist at the GW Speech and Hearing Center,
has been performing research on MP3 players’
effects on our ears and said she has no doubt
about their deafening capabilities.
“The dangerous thing about what we put
in our ears is that the noise cannot dissipate,”
she said.
She said that noise above 85 decibels –
which is roughly equivalent to the traffic-heavy
streets of cities like Washington – is potentially
dangerous. After measuring the output of various iPod models with a sound meter, she observed songs as loud as 125 decibels. That is
equivalent to the noise of a jet engine.
At that level, according to the National
Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders, permanent ear damage can occur within minutes.
Susan Haney, associate director of Student
Health Service, thinks that iPods and similar
music players are getting too much blame for
a broad problem, however. They only add to
the everyday din of highways, construction
sites, airports and other busy areas. She also
said concerts and loud clubs are the culprits
for hearing problems among college students.
Noise-induced hearing loss, she said, occurs when tiny hair cells in the ear are damaged by any high-decibel sound. Ringing in
the ears is a sign of recovery, but after too
much harm, they effectively die.
“The most frequent case I see are from
people who are exposed to loud music, but
not necessarily from iPods,” she said.
Frequent clubgoers and concert attendees
are at risk, as are musicians who regularly
practice – and it’s not just garage band members with electric guitars and amplifiers. A

London Venturelli/Hatchet photographer

The volume of MP3 players can reach up to 125
decibels, equivalent to the sound of a jet engine.
lone violin, for example, which lies right beside the ear, can reach volumes of more than
100 decibels.
Each of these noisy situations do have an
easy solution: earplugs.
Many students, however, are incredulous
about wearing them, especially in public.
“I don’t want to look like some old woman
going swimming,” said junior Andrew Merrick. “Especially not when I should be, you
know, rocking out.”
But Diane Brewer, associate professor at
the Department of Speech and Hearing, said
we owe our ears some precautions, especially
since most people cannot notice hearing loss
until it is too late for anything to be done.
“Hearing loss is cumulative,” she said.
“When you add noise-induced hearing loss
to natural hearing loss from age, it really detracts from your quality of life.”
If you are willing to listen to the blunt advice of the NIDCD, get earplugs now instead
of a hearing aid later. If not, try to limit the
amount of time you spend at concerts and
clubs, step outside for an occasional quiet
break at parties, and distance yourself from
blasting speakers as much as possible.
As for iPod owners, if you are willing to
part with your iconic white earbuds, switch
them for true headphones, preferably a noisecanceling model which will allow for lower
volumes. Jacobs-Condit also advised that listeners should turn their MP3 player down to
50 percent of its maximum volume, and limit
listening to a few hours at a time.
The next time you are on the Metro and
hear music pumping from a neighbor ’s headphones, soothe yourself with the thought that
you will still be able to listen to that same
song 20 years from now. 
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NUMBER CRUNCH
The number of days between victories for the GW
men's basketball team. Before beating Fordham
Saturday, the Colonials' last win came Dec. 23 at
Sacramento State.

For men, a step in the
right direction
Upon exiting the Smith Center, trouble, Diggs may be able to move to
those in attendance at the GW’s men’s his natural position at power forward,
basketball team’s 87-62 blowout win making him even more valuable.
over Fordham Saturday were met with
After the game Saturday, Hobbs –
a delightful combination: an unseason- who literally breathed a sigh of relief
ably warm day and Bruce Springsteen’s as the final buzzer sounded – said that
“Glory Days,” which was blasting from what made that game different from the
Tau Kappa Epsilon’s townhouse on the others was the synchronicity of mulcorners of 22nd and G.
tiple players having good games conWhether the members of the frater- currently. He makes a good point: GW
nity played the song
has sufficient talent to
because they were exbe a middle-level A-10
cited about a rare Coteam; it’s just a matter
lonials victory, had an
of each player playing
acute sense of humor
up to his ability more
or just because they
consistently.
enjoy the Boss is up for
Hobbs added that,
debate. But while no
as a coach, he is inone is confusing this
clined to focus on the
win with those of the
bad things the team
true glory days a few
did rather than savor
seasons ago, this was
the moment of victory.
a win head coach Karl
Though he has been
Hobbs’ team needed
criticized in the past for
in the worst way.
infamously saying his
With an 0-7 record
teams are “overachievANDREW ALBERG
in the Atlantic 10 ening,” he was smart to
tering the game, GW
downplay his team’s
SPORTS EDITOR
will likely have to win
achievement. After all,
four of its remaining
blowing out the worst
nine games in order
team in the conference
to finish twelfth or
is not a remarkable acbetter in the 14-team conference and complishment. But it is something to
subsequently make the Atlantic 10 tour- build off, provided his team uses the
nament in early March. The win against win as an affirmation that it is making
Fordham came at the beginning of the progress, not as false confirmation that
most crucial stretch of the season for it has arrived.
the Colonials, who play the four teams
During the first half of the game
directly ahead of them in the standings, against Fordham, when GW put the
beginning with Saturday’s win.
game out of reach, the Colonials looked
If they can harness the momentum like a team from yesteryear, playing at a
garnered after breaking their recent 11- breakneck pace and flustering the other
game losing streak and win the next team. It was a far cry from the standthree games – two of which are at home around-and-pass-the-ball offense the
– GW will be well on its way to making team has seemed to employ at some
the trip to Atlantic City. That means the points this season.
team has to continue relying on senior
Though their glory days are still a
Rob Diggs to close his collegiate career long way away, if the Colonials manage
with the same tenacity he has brought to avoid reverting back to their earlyto the court recently and on junior Da- season form over the next two weeks,
mian Hollis to play confidently. Sopho- the worst of their struggles could be
more center Joseph Katuka added eight over. And given the right circumstancpoints and had nine rebounds in just 17 es, who knows? They may even win a
minutes of play. If he can continue to game in Atlantic City. 
produce at that level and stay out of foul

CELLAR SERIES

The win against Fordham was nice, but perhaps better is the
Colonials' upcoming schedule. All three games come against
opponents ranked near the bottom of the A-10 standings, giving GW a good opportunity to get off the foot of the table.

Team

A-10 Rank

Game Time

La Salle

8

02/11/09
Washington, D.C.
7:30 p.m.

UNC
Charlotte

12

02/11/09
Washington, D.C.
7:30 p.m.

Saint
Bonaventure

11

02/11/09
Washington, D.C.
7:30 p.m.

Alex Ellis/photo editor

Freshman guard Tony Taylor looks to distribute the ball in Saturday's 87-62 win over Fordham. Taylor was one of four
Colonials to score in double digits, tallying 10 points, three rebounds and three assists in the game.

Hollis, Diggs pace Colonials
from p.1
wake up and I realize we won the
game.”
Though their coach may not have
been relaxed, the Colonials were able to
coast through much of the second half,
seeming to ease their foot off the gas and
slow the tempo as they maintained their
lead. Many of GW’s reserves enjoyed
spells of playing time, perhaps none using their minutes more efficiently than
sophomore Joseph Katuka. The Nige-

rian southpaw contributed eight points
and nine rebounds in 17 minutes off the
bench, missing only one of five shots.
“That’s something that we need,”
Hobbs said of Katuka’s play. “He’s given
us a nice physical presence and he’s really
starting to come on. He’s really starting to
become a factor in basketball games.”
In all, a total of 14 Colonials saw the
floor against the Rams, with 10 of them
scoring. None did so more than Hollis,
who had a team-high 19 points on 7-of-

9 shooting. Senior Wynton Witherspoon
had 13 points and freshman Tony Taylor
added 10 to round out GW’s top scorers, with both of them playing in a reserve role after entering Saturday having
started in six and 19 consecutive games,
respectively.
With one streak now finally behind
them, GW will look to start a new one
and pick up their second straight victory
Wednesday as they host La Salle. The
game is set for a 7:30 p.m. start. 

Adair powers women to win
Colonials remain
tied for third in
Atlantic 10
by Louis Nelson
Hatchet Staff Writer
In a vacuum, the GW women’s basketball game against Rhode Island Sunday afternoon might not seem significant. Sunday afternoon games against
mediocre conference opponents midway
through the season aren’t generally the
type of games that get teams fired up.
Fortunately, games aren’t played in a
vacuum. Context was everything for the
Colonials on Sunday.
Following a loss to Richmond
Wednesday night that head coach Mike
Bozeman called “one of the ugliest games
in the history of women’s basketball,”
GW came out focused and ready to play
Sunday afternoon, fighting off a scrappy
Rhode Island team on their way to a 5548 win.
For Bozeman, the difference between
the two games was effort.
“We can’t afford to look ahead. I think
that’s part of what happened with us with
Richmond,” he said following the game.
“We have to take every game as if it’s the
most important game. It was important
for us to come out and give the maximum
type of effort, the GW type of effort that
you guys are accustomed to seeing.”
Nick Gingold/senior staff photographer

Senior center Jessica Adair shoots
over a Rhode Island defender in Sunday's 55-48 victory. Adair scored 15
points while collecting 12 rebounds,
both team highs.

Rhode Island stayed within reach for
much of the game, not allowing the Colonials’ lead to grow past four in the first.
GW was more successful in the second
half, leading by as many as 11. All told,
URI lead only three times throughout the
game, never during the second half.
Sunday’s game was not without its
struggles for the Colonials, however. The
team shot 36 percent from the floor, well
below their season average, and committed 22 turnovers, a nagging issue from
the Richmond game that has yet to be resolved.
Senior Jessica Adair led the way for
the Colonials, contributing a doubledouble with 15 points and 12 rebounds.
Guard Yolanda Lavender was the only
other GW player in double figures with
11 points.
“After coming off a loss to Richmond
and not playing so well the past few
games, I know as a senior captain I have
to come out and step my game up,” Adair
said after the game. “That’s what I tried
to do today.”

Bozeman praised his team captain’s
effort after the game, referring to Adair’s
comments as “modest.”
“She’s grown into the kind of leader
that if she doesn’t give you 30 points and
20 rebounds, she’s going to give you that
example, and sometimes that’s the biggest
thing that you can do,” Bozeman said.
“As opposed to talking it and just telling
everybody where to go, she’s showing
them that kind of effort.”
Looking past this game would have
been easy
y for the Colonials. Next up
p for
GW is a road date against
g
No. 23/21
Xavier (AP, ESPN/USA Today) in which
the Colonials will try to hand the Musketeers their first conference loss. For GW,
winning in Cincinnati will likely mean
remembering the lessons learned against
Richmond.
“I’m not going to say it was better that
we lost the game, but it’s better to get it out
of our system,” Bozeman said of Wednesday’s defeat. “No game is a cakewalk in
our conference, but [the Xavier game is]
definitely not going to be a cakewalk.” 
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NUMBERS

55

Score

42

Rebounds

48
31

22 Points in Paint 22
21 Bench Points 8
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HOUSING
from p. A1
Housing. “We are attempting
to make it so that students do
not need to bunk their beds
in order to live in on-campus
housing.”
When sharing a home with
more than 1,000 other students,
space is of the essence. Thurston residents say the change
is needed.
Jade Rosenberg and Rachel
Cohen unbunked their Thurston
quad beds, but said the arrangements are difficult to live in.
“We have little to no
space,” Rosenberg said. “We
walk through a tiny aisle to get
through our room. If you leave
the beds bunked there is more
space, but nobody wants to be
in a bunk bed.”

Is advising
working for you?

STEP
from p. A1

[

t h e

t h i r d

a n n u a l

Hatchet - SA Debate
=<9IL8IPÛÛÛÝÛÛ¤ÛÛGD

You don't get
breaking news
e-mails?

HOW SAD.
Sign up today:
gwhatchet.com

]

An impromptu dance party broke out during intermission, when a DJ spun music
and audience members again
broke into dance. Emcee DJ
Antonio Sykos Rooka from
radio station 95.5 FM kept the
crowd involved by asking audience members about their
universities, Greek-letter organizations and hometowns.
Shaquira Cann Moye, an
Alpha Phi Alpha alumnus and
the organizer of the Step Show,
said it has become a major annual event.
"I travel a lot to find the

Potomac Hall was originally exclusively for freshmen
when it opened in fall 2006,
but was changed into a sophomore residence hall the following year.
“Potomac just shouldn’t
be a sophomore dorm,” said
Jackie Bianchini, a junior.
“They don’t have kitchens. By
sophomore year it’s time to
stop picking up dinner from
7-Eleven.”
Another result of the
changes is that more students
will be placed on the Mount
Vernon campus. Pelham Hall
will reopen next year with
about 200 extra beds. The floor
plan includes apartment-style
rooms and a dining facility inside the building.
Despite
the
Thurston
downsizing, Pelham will not
exclusively house first-year
students.

“When Pelham re-opens
there is the possibility of more
freshmen on the campus but
we plan on trying to fill the
building with both freshmen
and returning students,” Weinshel said.
The residence hall at 2135 F
Street will hold more than 450
seniors. But the building’s first
residents, who have already
committed to living there, will
not be able to see their rooms
until move-in and will not know
the cost for another week.
Though some residences
will hold fewer people, GW
Housing does not anticipate a
shortage of rooms.
Weinshel said, “As for
there being enough space,
with the addition of the new
building, everyone who wants
housing and is required to live
on campus will receive an assignment.” 

best step groups and they all
know that every February we
have a tradition here at GW
where they all come together
and perform," he said.
Rudy Alvarez, a GW alumnus and member of Lambda
Upsilon Lambda said he enjoyed the night immensely.
“This is a great event and I
always enjoy watching people
express themselves,” he said.
The two high school
groups, from Charles H.
Flowers High School in Prince
George’s County, Md., and Eleanor Roosevelt High School
in Greenbelt, Md., received
some of the loudest applause.
In addition to Alpha Phi
Alpha, Lambda Upsilon Lambda and Phi Beta Sigma fraternities participated, along with

Sigma Gamma Rho, Zeta Phi
Beta and Delta Sigma Theta
sororities.
All the participants were
brought on stage after the performances for the announcement of the winner. Delta
Sigma Theta came in second
place for the women and Phi
Beta Sigma came in second
place for the men. The runner-up teams each won $750
prizes.
Though
GW
students
comprised the bulk of attendees, the performance groups
included students from a
variety of local schools – including Howard, American,
Bowie State University, Maryland University and the University of the District of Columbia. 
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www.gwmarketplace.com
Kieran Wilde, Classified Manager
Phone:
(202) 994-7079
Fax:
(202) 994-1309
Email: classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web: www.gwmarketplace.com
GW Hatchet classifieds are now The GW
Marketplace.
Online classfied ads are available FREE to all GW students
and faculty.
Non-GW clients pay a small fee for
online posting.
Print ads begin at $10 for the first 25
words, and $.30 per word beyond that.
All classifieds should be placed online. If
you cannot access the internet, ads may
be placed via email, fax or in person at
our office. An extra fee may apply.
The Hatchet accepts Visa, Mastercard,
American Express and Discover, as well
as cash and check through our office.

JOBS
!Bartending! $250/Day Potential.
No Experience Necessary. Training
Available. (800)965-6520 x 171.

GWMARKETPLACE

Great Pay, Flexible Hours!
Financial Planning office near
Bethesda Metro seeks friendly,
detail-oriented student.
$13/hour (negotiable higher based
on performance)
PT or FT Email Resume:

PT administrative assistant for K
Street dental practice. Dental Office
experience a plus. Good computer
skills a must.
kenneth.ingber@verizon.net

(202) 994-7079 | classifieds@gwhatchet.com

SERVICES
Tutoring: Statistics and Economics.
301-356-4107. Proba Stat.

ingberdental.com

bethesdafinancialfirm@gmail.com
EXCELLENT PAY & FLEXIBLE
HOURS
FOR COMPUTER SPECIALIST
Requires exceptional web development, programming, networking, and trouble-shooting ability.
Office near Bethesda Metro. Email
Resume:
bethesdafinancialfirm@gmail.com
Gain invaluable leadership, teaching,
and service experience! Join Heads
Up and AmeriCorps!
Heads Up is a non-profit organization that provides rigorous afterschool and summer programs for
elementary school children in the
D.C. area’s most underserved neighborhoods.
Benefits include a service stipend of
at least $4,500 (may apply Federal
Work-Study) and a $2,363 education award for college or graduate
school tuition.

Edited by Will Shortz
Across
1 Flexible,
electrically
5 Desert plants
10 For fear that
14 Prisoner’s knife
15 Be ___ in the
neck
16 “Even ___ speak
…”
17 Cab
18 Window features
19 One at the
computer
20 Agent Gold of
HBO’s
“Entourage”
21 Japanese sleuth
Mr. ___
22 Primp
23 2000 De
Niro/Stiller
comedy
27 “Mighty” man
who struck out
28 Not written, as a
test
29 Makes mistakes

B5

31 Pleased
32 “___ Pinafore”
35 Basic, as issues
40 Toddler
41 Land west of
Vietnam
42 Chooses
43 West Germany’s
capital
44 Alternative to
singles, in figure
skating
47 What judges do
in court
52 First name in
W.W. II infamy
53 Commedia
dell’___
54 Gold, in
Guadalajara
56 Color lightly
57 So yesterday
59 Editing mark
60 Suffix with
kitchen
61 Parisian love
62 No. on a bank
statement

63 Like show
horses’ feet
64 Bedsheets, e.g.
65 “___ be in
England”

Down
1 “The Thin Man”
dog
2 The third time’s
said to be one
3 Strom Thurmond
follower of 1948
4 106, to Trajan
5 Truman who
wrote “Breakfast
at Tiffany’s”
6 Lack of interest
7 Something to
paddle
8 Even score
9 Ones who are
elected
10 Winner’s wreath
11 German steel
city
12 Bonbon, e.g.
13 Shorebirds
21 The
Appalachians,
e.g.: Abbr.
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
22 “The Devil
2
TS RC OH T L I S T A Z H L A B I CN NB EA WD S
Wears ___”
H I AH Z E E A R O Y L AA Y M ON RO AO VN I E A 24 Sunrise direction
OK NE OY NWEO S RO DW N Y ON US MY I N NC D 2 25 Explorer Marco
RH UE NM A RN O E U ON J D AS ZU ZE Z L E D 26 “I smell ___”
2
H I ET BA E
O I PR ER NS T O E R OA DW EE
29 Ambulance
S I D T L E E N O A F K AE N MG A I YR AD N
worker, for short
2
SM I O B J A V EM A EC MA PD OA WM E I RA S 30 ___ Speed
P L A YN S E H L A L R D S T AO CG KE T Z 2
Wagon (old
vehicle)
AC LO L A A T T R OON OC ME W H I N LE EE D
SA E L T L T E E Y R S E E F Q I L AE N O D E 31 Auto gizmo that
talks, in brief
MM RE I L D P A V P E N UD SO N SN WI AE M
32 Sidewalk game
E S CT L AN S A S H I U F A I TE LD A TD SZ P
with chalk
RO ET SH E EWL L H OO L CD OW UA ST I E NR S
33 Big Apple
AF RR EA NM A E U A P T O K I I KL I E DN EA E
museum, with
HF EA AT D F Y R EWE A R S T C EL NS ET RS Y
“the”

1
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3
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5
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7

8

No. 0105
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Students, faculty and staff, place
your ad online today for free at
www.GWMarketplace.com.
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Puzzle by Andrea Carla Michaels

34 Sizzling sound
36 Standoffish
37 Half of Mork’s
goodbye
38 Advice regarding
touching a hot
stove
39 Actress Spelling
43 Sang loudly, with
“out”

44 Chase
45 To the rear, on a
ship
46 Suffix with Israel
or Manhattan
47 Spouses
48 Singer Piaf
49 The Lone
Ranger’s faithful
friend

50 Bourne of “The
Bourne Identity”
51 Build
55 Sgt. Snorkel’s
four-legged
friend
57 Friend
58 French friend
59 ___ Paulo, Brazil

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a credit
card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit
nytimes.com/mobilexword for more information.
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.

Can you complete this
week's Sudoku?
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News

Pakistani ambassador talks security Mint produces
Husain Haqqani
D.C. quarter
speaks in Marvin Center
by Heather Hodder
Hatchet Reporter
Husain Haqqani, the Pakistani ambassador to the United
States, asserted his country’s
commitment to counterterrorism and touched on Pakistan’s
tumultuous relations with India in the Marvin Center on
Friday as part of a roundtable
discussion organized by the
GW Homeland Security Policy
Institute.
The roughly 150 guests
ranged from government officials with the Department of
Homeland Security and Department of State to members
of international and national
media like the New York Times
and Voice of America.
“I couldn’t think of a more
timely roundtable than today,”
said Frank Cilluffo, director of
HSPI. “And I couldn’t think
of a more qualified ambassador.”
Cilluffo served as moderator of the discussion with
Yonah Alexander, senior fellow at the Potomac Institute
for Policy Studies and director
of its International Center for

THURSTON
from p. 5
see the damage.
“[FIXit] shows up, tells me
[they’ve] never seen anything
like it and that I’m lucky for
making it out all right,” SotoWright said.
Freshman Laura Roccograndi also had major issues with
her Thurston room, including a
bee infestation and a mold outbreak.
“One day, I came home and
my roommate told me that there
was a bee in the room. Over the

Terrorism Studies.
Haqqani said many in his
country feel threatened and insecure. With India as a “much
larger eastern neighbor,” Pakistan “needed to build up security at expense to society.”
Pakistan is working toward making the combat of
terrorism its first priority, the
ambassador said.
“Terrorism and extremism
are threats to the stability of
Pakistan. Terrorism is a problem Pakistan must deal with,”
Haqqani said.
The government is hoping
to change attitudes that Pakistanis hold toward the Taliban,
Haqqani said.
“This is the first time [the
Taliban] are being described
as what they are, as militants
and terrorists,” Haqqani said.
“There is absolute clarity that
[terrorist groups] are not to
be tolerated. What happened
in Mumbai was wrong and
our heart goes to our Indian
neighbors.”
Haqqani urged the Obama
administration
to
change
course from prior U.S. diplomatic tactics and to enact
“socioeconomic support that
doesn’t end up within the
Beltway.”
Louise Shelly, a professor
at George Mason University,
asked the ambassador where
he saw the role of local police
as opposed to the military in

next few days, there had been
about 50 bees. The big problem
is I am deathly allergic to bees so
I had to carry around my EpiPen
at all times,” Roccograndi said.
Roccograndi said FIXit did
not come until she notified a
professor who then called again
for her.
She then discovered mold in
her closet that spread to a neighboring dorm room. FIXit was
eventually forced to tear up the
wall to repair a leaky pipe, she
said.
“It was terrible. I felt like
I was living in the most tragic
room in Thurston. One problem came after the next. FIXit

Commemorative coin features
jazz legend Duke Ellington
by Alexi Dagan
Hatchet Reporter

Harry Bergmann/Hatchet photographer

Pakistani Ambassador Husain Haqqani speaks at the 31s Ambassadors Roundtable Series event hosted by the GW Homeland Security Policy Institute at the Marvin Center Continental
Ballroom Friday morning.
fighting terrorists.
“Pakistan’s law enforcement needs a revamp, and it
is notoriously understaffed
and underfunded,” Haqqani
said, adding that law enforcement requires funding, better
training and equipment to be
effective.
Another
guest
asked
Haqqani about the tension between India and Pakistan over
Kashmir.

should’ve been there,” Roccograndi said.
Shelley Adler, a first-floor
resident, said her Thurston
room is constantly plagued by
maintenance issues.
“FIXit has stopped by our
room more than five times. We
personally know the superintendent and I always hear FIXit
outside the door saying, ‘Oh, it’s
this room again,’ ” she said.
Crumbling walls, leaky
pipes and moldy walls are some
of the problems affecting Adler’s
room.
Bits of the bathroom wall
shatter onto the ground frequently, Adler said, and a mold

“I am paid to be a diplomat, and I need to use my
skills to answer this one,” said
Haqqani, drawing laughter
from the crowd. “Pakistan and
India will find solutions to
their problems because they
need each other.”
Haqqani was open to answer questions on the Taliban
and terrorism, but he hesitated
when discussing matters of its
nuclear arsenal. 

problem in the bathroom in the
beginning of the school year became an even bigger dilemma
since her former roommate was
allergic to mold.
This past week, Residential Property Management performed maintenance checks in
dozens of rooms in Thurston,
inspecting rooms for leaks.
“Currently we are working
through some roof leaks, which
will be resolved shortly. As for
mold, our maintenance and
housekeeping staffs are always
watchful,” Ibanez said.
He added that Thurston
Hall is up to code regarding fire
systems and elevators. 

The D.C. quarter officially
went into circulation last month
after a year-long debate over what
the coin should look like.
The quarter features jazz legend Duke Ellington, whose likeness won a public contest over depictions of Frederick Douglass and
Benjamin Banneker. It also bears
the inscription “Justice for All” –
the District’s official motto.
Many have suggested that the
new quarter is a symbol of recognition of the city’s parity with the
50 states, all of which have a commemorative quarter. D.C. government officials and residents have
long lobbied Congress for a vote
in the House of Representatives,
and the quarter’s release comes
at a time when D.C. residents are
hopeful they might soon get those
rights.
“This is a week for history because I have in my hand a quarter,
a proof of your citizenship,” Del.
Eleanor Homes-Norton, D-D.C.,
told members of the Foggy Bottom
Association two weeks ago.
“I am very pleased to have
Duke Ellington on the quarter,”
added Norton, who was involved
with choosing the design.
The D.C. Quarter Design Advisory Committee said that the design process – which began about a
year ago – should focus on the cultural aspects of the District rather
than the governmental aspects.
The new design reflects that decision, as Ellington is often cited as
one of the largest cultural figures in
D.C.’s history.

DO Y O U R

The design process was not
without controversy. In February
2008, the U.S. Mint rejected a design that included the phrase “Taxation Without Representation.”
The design was the most popular
suggestion made by D.C. residents,
but the mint deemed the slogan
“too controversial.”
“The quarter design was selected by the people of the District,” U.S. Mint spokesman Michael White said. “The ‘taxation
without representation’ slogan was
an issue that came up a while ago,
but they’ve moved forward from
that.”
The U.S. Mint estimates they
will produce about 159 million D.C.
quarters this year, White said. That
number is lower than the production of quarters in previous years
because of the economic downturn
and the fact that Mint is releasing
six new quarters this year – one
more than usual.
The U.S. Mint is working with
the Mayor’s office to coordinate a
launch event for the quarter.
–Lindsay Gordon contributed to this
report.
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SUBMIT A VIDEO: Pose your
question through a YouTube
video at the debate. GWTV
will come to you and film your
student org’s video.
SPEAK YOUR MIND: A new
committee of campus leaders
have worked hard to make
this year’s debate different.
We want to hear from you.
ATTEND THE DEBATE: Ask
candidates directly about how
they’ll change GW. You can
make a powerful statement en
masse to rally for your cause.

join the conversation: sa.gwhatchet.com
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